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HEBREWS 4 
COMMENTARY 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

1 Therefore, let us fear if, while a promise remains of entering His rest, any one of 
you may seem to have come short of it. 
 
4:1 Hebrews ch. 4, if not understood properly from a First Century Jewish perspective, 

can be a confusing section for many. It is a cause of considerable confusion for many in the 
Christian community, who often interpret it as being a diatribe against the seventh-day 
Sabbath. In spite of this confusion, though, Hebrews 4:1-13 is actually subtitled as “A 
Sabbath-Rest for the People of God” in the NIV Study Bible.1 The reason there is considerable 
confusion regarding Hebrews ch. 4, and other texts in the Apostolic Scriptures regarding 
the Sabbath, is because the Christian Church today as a whole largely lacks a theology of 
“rest.” Tim Hegg summarizes this predicament quite well: 

“The answer to the question of why…Christian theologians and teachers have 
neglected the theology of ‘rest’ may simply lie in the fact that the Church jettisoned Sabbath. 
With Sabbath no longer part of the Christian culture and practice, the emphasis shifted 
from ‘rest’ to ‘work’. In this scenario, biblical ‘rest’ becomes entirely allegorized as symbolic 
of eternity and therefore of no current consequence.”2 

Not enough Christian leaders and teachers today have addressed the issue of Divine 
rest, especially as it should be something that each one of us quantitatively partakes of on a 
weekly basis. If any contemporary evangelical pastors do teach about Divine rest, most will 
focus only on the spiritual, or eschatological aspects of rest in the Millennial Kingdom and 
eternity. As Messianic Believers, we have to learn to balance the current and futuristic 
aspects of God’s rest in our personal and corporate theology. The example we see 
throughout the Tanach is that God’s rest is realized when His people are in their own 
Promised Land with Him present among them. This is obviously complicated today, given 
the dispersement of the Jewish people in the world—no different than it was in the First 
Century—and is something that can only be really solved subsequent to the Second Coming. 

God’s rest is surely available to those who do indeed know the salvation available in His 
Son. But, God’s rest is also surely accessible to individuals who keep His Shabbat holy. And, 

 
1 Kenneth L. Barker, ed., et. al., NIV Study Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2002), 1901. 
2 Hegg, Hebrews, 61. 
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we are to never forget how there is also the end-time hope of a rest when Yeshua the 
Messiah rules over Planet Earth. 

Having just addressed the superiority of Yeshua to Moses in ch. 3, the author of 
Hebrews now describes the superiority of Yeshua to the Sabbath, not negating God’s rest, 
but how the Sabbath is to be fully realized in Him. This does not minimize Shabbat, but 
properly prioritizes it. God designated that the Sabbath was to be an important sign 
between Him and and His people: 

“But as for you, speak to the sons of Israel, saying, ‘You shall surely observe My 
sabbaths; for this is a sign between Me and you throughout your generations, that you may 
know that I am the LORD who sanctifies you’” (Exodus 31:13). 

The keeping of the Sabbath for the First Century Jewish community was one of the 
important signs that one was Jewish, just as it is today. In fact, the Rabbis of the Talmud 
teach that if Israel keeps two Sabbaths properly, then the final redemption will come: 

“R. Johanan said in the name of R. Simeon b. Yohai: If Israel were to keep two Sabbaths 
according to the laws thereof, they would be redeemed immediately, for it is said, Thus saith 
the Lord of the eunuch that keep my Sabbaths, which is followed by, even them will I bring 
to my holy mountain, etc” (b.Shabbat 118b).3 

These kinds of sentiments may have been believed among the large Jewish audience to 
whom our author is writing. The author of Hebrews hardly teaches that Shabbat is 
something to be dispensed with—but He teaches that only Messiah Yeshua can provide 
true rest. The realization of God’s “rest” did not occur for the Exodus generation, and now 
the author of Hebrews extends how this lesson needs to be heeded by his audience. 
Originally, the rest of God may have been widely perceived as being principally physical in 
early Hebraic thought, but William L. Lane indicates that “over the cource of time a 
distinctly eschatological concept of rest developed, presumably through synagogue 
preaching and school debate.”4 The rest that God’s people are to experience begins with 
understanding the weekly Shabbat, but includes much more—extending to the hope of His 
Kingdom restored on Earth and beyond. 

The author of Hebrews opens up this part of his argument with the words phobēthōmen 
oun, “Fear, therefore.” The author warns his audience about the danger of not entering into 
God’s rest. The promise of God’s rest is witnessed in the Torah, where the Lord says, “My 
presence shall go with you, and I will give you rest” (Exodus 33:14), and “the LORD gives rest 
to your fellow countrymen as to you, and they also possess the land which the LORD your 
God will give them beyond the Jordan” (Deuteronomy 3:20). The urgency of understanding 
that a door may be closing, for various members of Hebrews’ audience, on entering into 
God’s rest, is emphasized by the writer. He says that his listeners all must fear while this 
promise “still stands” (NIV) or “while the promise of entering his rest is still open” (NRSV), 

 
3 The Soncino Talmud. Judaic Classics Library II. 
4 Lane, 47a:98. 
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lest “any one of you should be found to have missed his opportunity” (REB). This 
opportunity, of course, is that God is gracious to people to allow them to enter into His 
complete rest. The author of Hebrews may be indirectly referring to Numbers 14:30-32, 
where the Exodus generation is told that they will not enter into the Promised Land: 

“Surely you shall not come into the land in which I swore to settle you, except Caleb the 
son of Jephunneh and Joshua the son of Nun. Your children, however, whom you said would 
become a prey—I will bring them in, and they will know the land which you have rejected. 
But as for you, your corpses will fall in this wilderness.” 

Here, our writer would be applying these concepts to various First Century Believers 
who may be on the verge of denying their faith in Yeshua. Just as the Exodus generation 
rebelled against God and did not get to experience His full blessing, so were these people 
demonstrating similar attitudes. The rest that God intends for His people is seen in His 
covenant to Abraham, reinforced by His covenant to David, and ultimately realized in the 
Messiah who will return and establish His Kingdom on Earth. The Prophet Isaiah attests to 
this coming reality: 

 
“For behold, I create new heavens and a new earth; and the former things will not be 
remembered or come to mind” (Isaiah 65:17). 
 
“‘For just as the new heavens and the new earth which I make will endure before Me,’ 
declares the LORD, ‘So your offspring and your name will endure’” (Isaiah 66:22). 
 
Revelation 21:4 further indicates, “He will wipe away every tear from their eyes; and 

there will no longer be any death; there will no longer be any mourning, or crying, or pain; 
the first things have passed away.” 

This is the full realization of the “rest” that the author of Hebrews is talking about—
and one would be utterly foolish to give it up. The Greek noun that he uses for “rest” is 
katapausis, meaning “a putting to rest: a putting down, deposing” or “a cessation, calm” (LS).5 Its 
verb form is katapauō. In the Septuagint, katapausis is used to render the Hebrew menuchah, 
which generally means “resting-place” or “rest, quietness” (BDB).6 In contrast, though, the 
verb katapauō often renders the Hebrew verb shavat, often meaning to “cease, desist, rest” 
(BDB).7 This latter verb, as opposed to the more common nuach, may be seen to depict the 
eschatological state. The verb shavat is used in Leviticus 26:34 to describe the rest of the 
Land of Israel: “Then the land will enjoy its sabbaths all the days of the desolation, while you 
are in your enemies' land; then the land will rest [shavat] and enjoy its Sabbaths.” TWOT is 
keen to point out that “The soteriological use forms around the theology of the sabbath.”8 It 

 
5 LS, 412. 
6 BDB, 630. 
7 Ibid., 992. 
8 Leonard J. Coppes, “nuach,” in TWOT, 2:562. 
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will be seen that our author is connecting God’s “rest” to the Sabbath, but specifically to the 
greater rest that is to occur when the Promised Land rests and when all His people are 
obeying Him in full communion with Him. This is a perpetual rest that only comes to 
those who abide in the care of God. 

What our writer warns is, “let us fear lest any of you be judged to have failed to reach 
it” (RSV). The verb dokeō is rendered in many versions as “seem,” but in the NEB and NIV it 
is rendered as “found.” BDAG defines it as “to appear to one’s understanding, seem, be 
recognized as.”9 Regardless of how it is specifically rendered in English, no one is to be so 
presumptuous so as to think that he or she has fully entered into God’s rest. God’s rest, while 
it involves the Sabbath and concepts of the Sabbath, is by no means limited to the Sabbath—
as God’s rest also involves a spiritual condition that His people are to always strive to be 
experiencing. God’s rest ultimately involves God dwelling among human beings in His 
Kingdom. The redeemed can surely partake of elements of that future rest now—but if 
anyone gives up on Yeshua—only an eternity of “unrest” awaits. 
 

 
2 For indeed we have had good news preached to us, just as they also; but the word 
they heard did not profit them, because it was not united by faith in those who 
heard. 
 
4:2 The author of Hebrews refers to the Exodus generation, saying that “we also have 

had the gospel preached to us” (NIV), or “For indeed we have heard the good news, as they 
did” (NEB). Did the Ancient Israelites actually hear the “gospel,” per se, or did they just hear 
some sort of “good news”? In its secular context, the verb euangelizomai means “to bring good 
news, announce them” (LS),10 and does not need to refer to the more formal gospel of salvation 
as we know it, but rather of any kind of good news. But the Apostles did teach that the “Old 
Testament saints,” as we often hear them referred to by many Christian people today, had 
the gospel proclaimed to them, even if a bit incomplete. The Apostle Paul writes, “The 
Scripture foresaw that God would justify the Gentiles by faith, and announced the gospel in 
advance to Abraham: ‘All nations will be blessed through you’” (Galatians 3:8, NIV). Because 
Abraham “put his trust in the LORD, He reckoned it to his merit” (Genesis 15:6, NJPS). But 
this is not the only example we see in the Tanach of the development of the gospel or good 
news. 

King David says “this was insignificant in Your eyes, O Lord GOD, for You have spoken 
also of the house of Your servant concerning the distant future. And this is the custom of 
man, O Lord GOD” (2 Samuel 7:19). The Apostle Peter confirms that David foresaw the day of 
the Messiah (Acts 2:22-31). The author of Hebrews himself further says, perhaps clarifying 
his statement here, that Moses “considered reproach for the sake of the Messiah to be 

 
9 BDAG, 255. 
10 LS, 322. 
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greater wealth than the treasures of Egypt, since his attention was on the reward” (11:26, 
HCSB). Moses believed in the Messiah to come, and was able to serve Him even though the 
Deliverer had yet to come into the world. As Donald Hagner aptly explains, “They, too, had 
benefited from God’s saving grace.”11 Perhaps earlier generations of God’s followers did not 
understand the “gospel” in such refined terms as we understand it now that Yeshua has 
come, but they nevertheless recognized that God would send a Redeemer, and they were to 
live a life of faith exemplified by that belief. 

The challenge is that unless someone acts upon the good news, then nothing can be 
achieved in the life of a person who hears it. The problem with the Exodus generation which 
rebelled against God, was that “in them the message they heard did no good, because it met 
with no faith in those who heard it” (NEB). Because the good news of the Lord’s deliverance 
was not “united” or “mixed with faith” (KJV, YLT), it was meaningless. F.F. Bruce remarks 
that “The practical implication is clear: it is not the hearing of the gospel by itself that brings 
final salvation, but its appropriation by faith; and if that faith is a genuine faith, it will be a 
persistent faith.”12 When the population of Ancient Israel in the wilderness heard the report 
of the ten spies (Numbers 13:30-14:10), they reacted to it as those who did not have the trust 
in their God that they should have had. 

Any person who has been truly redeemed will be striving, with God’s help, to have a 
consistent faith. The problem with the Ancient Israelites—that any generation since has 
had to take warnings from—is that they saw the mighty acts of God deliver them from the 
Egyptians and they still did not believe. The author of Hebrews argues that Believers in 
Yeshua, who have seen and experienced God’s salvation—and yet fail to believe—face a 
worse fate than they. Any person who hears the message of salvation in Yeshua and does 
nothing with it is in dangerous territory. 

How many people today have heard a gospel presentation that means nothing to them? 
How many hear a gospel message that does not deal with the sin nature of the individual? 
Perhaps some responsibility rests on the person proclaiming the message, but equally so 
much responsibility lies with the person hearing, who fails to take appropriate action and 
investigate. In the Messianic community today, how often do we fail to proclaim a complete 
gospel message of repentance from sin, deliverance from one’s flesh, and a new, consistent 
life in Messiah Yeshua? How many of us, although we read the Torah, do not take its 
warnings as seriously as we should? 
 
 
 

 

 
11 Hagner, in New Interpreter’s Study Bible, 2157. 
12 Bruce, Hebrews, pp 105-106. 
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3 For we who have believed enter that rest, just as He has said, “AS I SWORE IN MY 
WRATH, THEY SHALL NOT ENTER MY REST” [Psalm 95:11] although His works were 
finished from the foundation of the world. 
 
4:3 The author of Hebrews says that “only we who believe can enter [God’s] place of 

rest” (NLT). Just as in ch. 3, he once again appeals to Psalm 95, and the severity of the 
Ancient Israelites not having faith in the Lord and failing to enter into the Promised Land. 
David A. deSilva indicates, “This repetitive recontextualization of Psalm 95:11 allows 
‘entering God’s rest’ to saturate the hearers’ minds, replacing any contrary or competing 
agendas they may have brought to the hearing of this sermon.”13 Whereas in Hebrews 3, 
quotations from Psalm 95 are used as warnings against not hearing the Lord and hardening 
one’s heart, now they are used as warnings not to give up on the rest that He offers those 
who have faith in Him. 

While the rest of the Lord is something that is available in His coming Kingdom, it is 
also something that to a wide degree can be a present reality now in the lives of men and 
women. Our author uses eiserchometha to describe this, appearing in the present middle 
indicative tense, indicating that a possible translation could be “We are entering” that rest. 
This is not just something that Believers are to partake of as a part of their faith in Yeshua, 
but are in the process of entering into. As they are in the process of entering into such a rest, 
there remains the possibility that they can leave that state. While they can experience a state 
of realized eschatology in their lives—future realities to be partly experienced before their 
full consummation—they too can leave it by denying faith in the Messiah. 

From this point to v. 5, our writer focuses on the concept of “rest,” as it relates to his 
audience’s present experience as those who have partaken of salvation. Specifically as Lane 
indicates, his “argument employs the rabbinic principle and interpretation that the 
presence of cognate vocabulary in two passages of Scripture is designated to call attention to 
their mutual relationship.”14 The specific terms that we have to look for in the Greek are the 
noun katapausis, “rest,” and the verb katapauō, “to rest.” The author of Hebrews takes a First 
Century Jewish way of interpreting Scripture, and applies it to the Greek language. 

What is important to note is that while God’s rest is something that is to be fully 
realized in the future, it is not something from which Believers are totally separate. Even 
though Ancient Israel in the wilderness failed to enter the rest that He intended for them, 
and subsequent generations likewise followed, the author of Hebrews writes that “God’s 
work had been finished ever since the world was created” (REB). As Paul Ellingworth 
indicates for v. 3, “God excluded the wilderness generation from his place of rest, and yet it 
had always been there, available for someone.”15 That rest is now available, in part, to those 
who come to faith in His Son, Yeshua—but those who trust in Yeshua have to persevere. To 

 
13 deSilva, 153. 
14 Lane, 47a:99. 
15 Ellingworth, 245. 
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give up that rest is to make a mistake worse than Ancient Israel made at Kadesh-Barnea, 
where the Lord said, 

“For forty years I was angry with that generation; I said, ‘They are a people whose 
hearts go astray, and they have not known my ways.’ So I declared on oath in my anger, 
‘They shall never enter my rest’” (Psalm 95:10-11, NIV). 
 

 
4 For He has said somewhere concerning the seventh day: “AND GOD RESTED ON THE 
SEVENTH DAY FROM ALL HIS WORKS” [Genesis 2:2] 5 and again in this passage, “THEY 
SHALL NOT ENTER MY REST” [Psalm 95:11]. 
 
4:4 Our author employs similar terminology in v. 4 that he has used earlier (2:6): “For 

he has somewhere spoken of the seventh day in this way” (RSV). This type of language is 
used not to haphazardly imply that “somewhere” God has said “something,” but rather to 
rhetorically stimulate the hearer’s mind to remember that somewhere—where you should be 
familiar—God has decreed something. Here, the something that the author of Hebrews knows 
his audience should be familiar with is Genesis 2:2: “By the seventh day God completed His 
work which He had done, and He rested on the seventh day from all His work which He had 
done.” This verse is too familiar to be forgotten by any Jew of the First Century, but also is 
too familiar that it can be easily overlooked in one’s personal theology and thus be taken for 
granted. How many First Century Jews were simply raised with the weekly Shabbat as an 
ingrained cultural reality, that they too easily forgot the essence of it, which is that God 
invites men and women to experience His rest? 

The author of Hebrews, possibly being of Alexandrian Jewish stock, might have even 
employed the statement, “For in one place it speaks about the seventh day as follows” 
(NRSV), to remind his audience that Philo treats the Sabbath as the rest of God, as 
demonstrated in the following quotations: 

 
“An on this account too Moses calls the sabbath, which name being interpreted means 
‘rest,’ ‘the sabbath of God’….by ‘rest’ I do not mean ‘inaction’ (since that which is by its 
nature energetic, that which is the cause of all things, can never desist from doing 
what is most excellent), but I mean an energy completely free from labour, without 
any feeling of suffering, and with the most perfect ease” (On the Cherubim 87).16 
 
“And absence from all labour and fatigue is the most appropriate attribute of God…” 
(The Sacrifices of Abel and Cain 40).17 
 
Philo primarily talks about the physical and mental benefits of resting on the Sabbath, 

which are certainly important. The author of Hebrews may be building upon this, and 

 
16 The Works of Philo: Complete and Unabridged, 89. 
17 Ibid., 99. 
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extending it to the spiritual dimension of a person, emphasizing elements that can now be 
fully realized by faith in Messiah Yeshua. Of course, what is important to note is that the 
Sabbath—even though critical to understand and appreciate—is not superior to Yeshua. To 
give up Yeshua means giving up the rest that God intends to grant to all His people. 

4:5 The author of Hebrews makes his important theological point about rest by 
employing the Hebraic technique of gezera shava, linking two words or concepts that share a 
common root. In v. 4 he writes, kai katepausen ho Theos en tē hēmera tē hebdomē, “And God 
rested on the seventh day,” continuing in v. 5 with, ei eiseleusontai eis tēn katapausin mou, 
“They shall not enter My rest.” The words he links together are the verb katepausen and the 
noun katapausin. Lane points out that “The fact that the writer and those whom he 
addressed read the biblical text in Greek was crucial in this instance, since the MT used 
different Hebrew roots to describe God’s rest in the two passages.”18 In Genesis 2:2, the 
Hebrew verb translated “rested” is nishbati, whereas in Psalm 95:11 the noun translated 
“rest” is menuchah. In the Greek, we see almost two identical terms, even though one is a 
verb and the other is a noun. 

Our writer is building a case that Shabbat has both past and future elements that 
Believers in Yeshua are to consider. Warren A. Quanbeck summarizes quite well some of the 
thoughts that he may be considering: 

“[The Sabbath] looked back to the creation of the world and was an enduring reminder 
to Jews that their God was no provincial deity but the God of the entire earth. It also served 
as a memorial of the covenant and recalled to the Jews their vocation as the people of God 
and their destiny to bring the knowledge of his name to all peoples. It looked forward to the 
rest that God promised to his people.”19 

The author of Hebrews is appealing to his audience’s likely knowledge of all the things 
that the Sabbath entails, not to demean it, but to demonstrate that it now takes on an even 
more important symbolism for those who know Yeshua. By giving up Yeshua, one not only 
gives up perpetual rest, but the responsibility of being a part of God’s chosen people. We 
need not make this mistake even today. Those who recognize they are a part of Israel, but 
later give up Yeshua, can actually find themselves giving up being Israel by giving up 
Yeshua. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
18 Lane, 47a:95. 
19 Quanbeck, in The Interpreter’s One-Volume Commentary on the Bible, 903. 
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6 Therefore, since it remains for some to enter it, and those who formerly had 
good news preached to them failed to enter because of disobedience, 7 He again 
fixes a certain day, “Today,” saying through David after so long a time just as has 
been said before, “TODAY IF YOU HEAR HIS VOICE, DO NOT HARDEN YOUR HEARTS” [Psalm 
95:7-8]. 
 
4:6 Our author attests to the fact that for his audience “It still remains that some will 

enter that rest” (NIV). God is not at all unmerciful or unfair to His people, and the fact that 
there is still an opportunity for them to enter into all of the things that He has prepared for 
them, is evidence of this. The writer of Hebrews appeals to the failure of the Ancient 
Israelites at Kadesh-Barnea. He says that “those who first heard the good news failed to 
enter through unbelief” (NEB), but that the Lord’s mercy and grace surely did not end with 
that generation. This is because “again he appoints a certain day, ‘Today’” (ESV) as the time 
that a man or woman can repent of sin and enter into the wonderful things that God has in 
store. 

Generations of Hebrews prior to the coming of Messiah Yeshua were striving 
desperately to enter into the rest that God promises throughout the Tanach. Many 
individuals who had faith in the Savior to come were able to enter into some degree of that 
rest in their lives, and will surely be in God’s Kingdom. But then, many others because of 
disobedience and a lack of faith were unable. The epitome of those who were unable to enter 
into God’s rest was the Exodus generation, save faithful Joshua and Caleb. All those who saw 
God deliver Israel from Egyptian bondage died off in the wilderness. 

Some would argue that Israel entered into its promised rest, as attested in the Book of 
Joshua, and what the author of Hebrews is arguing may actually be contrary to the Tanach. 
Is he arguing against previous Scripture? 

“And now the LORD your God has given rest to your brothers, as He spoke to them; 
therefore turn now and go to your tents, to the land of your possession, which Moses the 
servant of the LORD gave you beyond the Jordan…Now it came about after many days, when 
the LORD had given rest to Israel from all their enemies on every side” (Joshua 22:4; 23:1). 

Even while Joshua was able to lead the people of Israel into rest in the Promised Land, it 
was not the complete rest of the Lord. It was a physical rest that God promised for sure, but 
the rest of God is something more than just physical rest because in the Garden of Eden it 
involved Adam and Eve stopping their labors and communing with Him. Ellingworth 
observes, “The author of Hebrews comes near to contradicting such texts as Jos. 21:44 
because…he does not even see Canaan as a positive antitype of God’s own [katapausis]: to 
him it is merely something to be contrasted with that true rest.”20 The rest experienced by 
Ancient Israel in the Promised Land, given the author’s appeal to God’s rest after completing 
the Creation (v. 4), is widely an incomplete or under-developed rest. 

 
20 Ellingworth, 254. 
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The author of Hebrews does not intend to contradict Joshua, but does interject 
elements to God’s rest beyond physical rest. The author of Hebrews considers God’s rest to be 
something that is not only physical, but a spiritual condition that must be settled in one’s 
heart via faith—and from this all of the different aspects of God’s rest can be experienced, 
leading to the Eternal State. Furthermore, we know that the rest Ancient Israel experienced 
in the Promised Land was only temporary, and not permanent, because the people quickly 
began rebelling against the Lord and succumbed to idolatry. 

The Lord’s rest is to eventually see Creation return to what He originally intended with 
man and woman: one abstaining from work and communing with Him. This is a rest that no 
one—no matter how faithful to observe the Sabbath—has ever completely experienced, 
because it ultimately involves Him being present among us like He originally was with 
Adam and Eve, in the Eternal State. Certainly, Believers can partake of that experience in 
part, but we have yet to experience it in its fullness because God’s Kingdom has not been 
fully established. Many in our writer’s audience were considering giving up on Yeshua—
and this profoundly awesome rest is something that they would be giving up as a result. The 
author of Hebrews will emphasize in v. 7 that they still have a chance not to avoid 
punishment, and that the day to turn back to the Lord is today, right now—because He 
loves every human being He has created that much. 

4:7 In v. 7 we see a confirming indication that the Greek Septuagint is the Bible of our 
author. He proceeds to quote from Psalm 95 once again, “saying through David so long 
afterward, in the words already quoted” (RSV). This psalm is anonymous in the Hebrew 
Masoretic text, but the LXX opens it with the words “The praise of a Song by David” (Psalm 
95:1, LXE). The emphasis of the Psalm, more than anything else, is what is important, 
because it is the repeated warning for a person not to harden his or her heart against the 
Lord: 

“Today, if you will hear His voice, harden not your hearts, as in the provocation, 
according to the day of trial in the wilderness; where your fathers tested Me, and tried Me, 
and saw My works” (Psalm 95:7-8, Apostle’s Bible). 

The important lesson that we see in this part of the treatise may be emphasized by the 
Apostle Paul: “For all who are being led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God” (Romans 
8:14). If the target audience of Hebrews included Jewish Believers living in Rome, then they 
should have already heard this word, and our author is only emphasizing something that 
Paul has already told them. When a person becomes a son or daughter of God via adoption 
through faith in Yeshua, he or she should not be prone to having a hardened heart against 
the Lord. 
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